
NAME: meta 
 
HINTS: 

● The DATA SHEET has all the answers from the other puzzles.  Any thoughts on 
where to put them?  Point out that the path on the map starts with a boat and 
ends with a cross, just like the answer sheet.. 

● Except for one pair of images (Davy Crockett and Indiana Jones), you’re looking 
for the first syllable in each word. 

● Are you drawing lines?  Use a straight edge. 
● For matching the pictures, hint as needed from the table below.  Maybe just one 

to get them started. 
 
METHOD:  

● Step 1: solve the rebus.  The answer is “CONNECT PAIRS OF PICTURES FOR 
ALL TEN PUZZLES.  PICTURES MATCH LIKE <<JACK-IN-THE-BOX + POT 
BELLY = JACKPOT>>.  SUBTRACT ONE FROM EACH CROSSED LETTER” 

● Step x: [This step can happen before or after the next step] 
Write the letters from the answer slip onto the treasure path. 

● Step x: [This step can happen before or after the previous step]. 
Match the pictures as follows: 

murder (tape outline of body) mayday (crashing airplane) MERMAID 
computer asterisk COMPASS 
Davy Crockett (coon skin cap) Indiana Jones DAVYJONES 
sextuplets tentacle SEXTANT 
shove (blue pushing red thing) letter “L” SHOVEL 
starburst charter (jet for rent) STARRRCHARRRT 
spider glass blower SPYGLASS 
iPhone Patch Adams (Robin Williams with clown nose) EYEPATCH 
parachute rotten (bad banana) PARROT 
letter “C” mentos SEAMEN 

(see diagram on next page) 
Each image has a little white dot on it.  Draw a line between the dots of pictures 
that match in the table above). 

● Step 4: Follow the dashed path from the ship to the cross and write out the letters 
that are crossed by the picture-matching lines.  You should have 
HPMECVMMJPO. 

● Step 5: Subtract 1 from each of these letters to get the solution. 
 
SOLUTION: GOLD BULLION 
 



 


